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Single switched-capacitor and series LC resonant converter-based
active voltage balancing circuit are presented in this Letter. This
converter is proposed to balance the cell voltage in series-connected
electrochemical energy storage devices namely battery or super-
capacitor. This balancing circuit directly transfers the energy from
higher capacitive energy storage cells to lower energy storage cells
in the string. It realises the maximum energy recovery and zero
voltage gap between the cells and overcomes the drawback of switch-
ing loss, conduction loss, balancing time duration, and the voltage
difference between the cells of conventional switched-capacitor as
well as single LC converter. The details of the balancing circuit
operation, theoretical, and mathematical analysis are presented. The
experimental result demonstrated that the balancing circuit result
where the voltage difference is 451–0 mV in 124 min for two 12 V,
4.5 Ah lead-acid batteries.
Introduction: The demand for an electrochemical energy storage system
(EESS) is prominently increased in the field of electric vehicle,
renewable energy storage system, and portable electronic devices in
consumer and industrial applications. EESS is mainly battery and
super/ultra-capacitor. Owing to the limitation of device and
manufacturing, the voltage of the individual battery cell and super/
ultra-capacitor is varied and imbalanced on the charging or
discharging time in the string. For this, during the charging time,
higher capacitive EESS is not fully charged and lower capacitive
EESS is fully charged. If the charging process is continued for fully
charged the higher capacitive EESS then lower capacitive EESS are
damaged or explosion for overcharge [1, 2]. To increase the EESS
lifetime and save from damage or explosion, many researchers are
working on voltage balancing circuits. There are two types of charge
balancing circuits one of energy dissipative or passive balancing,
another is energy non-dissipative or active balancing. In a passive
balancing system, the resistor uses heat (cell to heat) to balance the
energy. Inactive balancing system, energy balanced by the inductor,
capacitor, and transformer through transfer from higher to lower
energy capacitive cell in cell-to-cell (C2C), cell-to-pack (C2P),
pack-to-cell (P2C), pack to pack (P2P) or C2P-to-cell [3–7]. Among
all the active balancing circuits, C2C balancing circuits are most
preferable for balancing time, control complexity, circuit size, and
cost [3]. There are several C2C balancing circuits developed. These
balancing circuits are divided into two groups. One is adjacent C2C
balancing and another is direct C2C balancing. The adjacent C2C
balancing circuits are switched-capacitor [5], inductor [7], or
combination of both capacitor and inductor namely resonant converter
[8] based balancing circuit. Direct C2C balancing circuits are single
switched-capacitor [9], inductor-based [6], single resonant converter
[1, 2, 4], and push–pull converter [6] based balancing circuit. Using
the direct C2C balancing circuit, energy can transfer directly from a
higher capacitive to a lower capacitive energy storage cell in the series
EESS string.

The objective of this Letter is to present an active voltage balancing
circuit for a series-connected battery or super-capacitor using a single
switched-capacitor and series LC resonant converter. The concept of
this balancing circuit is to modify the single energy carrier in a direct
C2C balancing circuit to reduce the balancing time between two cells.
When the cell voltage variance occurred, then the balancing circuit
executes its balancing process and it can be scaled up and used in a
P2P balancing system.

Proposed balancing circuit and working process: The proposed
balancing circuit schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. This balancing
circuit consists of battery cells, MOSFET switches, single switches-
capacitor, series resonant energy carrier, cell monitoring integrated
circuit (IC), and master controller. In the proposed balancing circuits,
cell1 and celln are connected to two MOSFET switches and cell2 to
celln−1 are connected to anti-series bidirectional MOSFET switches.

The anti-series bidirectional MOSFET switches are used to protect
the negative voltage in the MOSFET intrinsic body diode because the
low-voltage MOSFET cannot protect the body diode conduction. All
associate switches of each cell are operated at the same gate pulse
and turned on or off by near-zero current switches for minimising the
switching loss. In the proposed balancing circuit, the switching gate
pulse is 50% of the duty cycle and the switching frequency is equal
to the resonant frequency so that all MOSFETs switched are achieved
soft switching. Also, this soft-switching minimised the impedance and
allow flowing the maximum current and reduced the voltage balancing
time. When the cell voltage variation occurred in the EESS string
between two cells then associate switches of the highest energy
capacitive cell are turn on in the fast phase MOSFET gate pulse and
energy temporally store in single switches-capacitor and series LC
tank. In the second phase MOSFET gate pulse, all associate switches
of the lowest energy capacitive cell are turned on and the stored
energy is transferred. This process is repeated until the voltage balancing
achieves between two cells.
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Fig. 1 Proposed balancing circuit schematic diagram

Two-cell voltage balancing process analysis: Based on the circuit
analysis proposed in [4], the resonant analysis is obtained below. All
associate MOSFET switches in a cell are considered a loop and the
loop resistance is Rloop and voltage drop in the MOSFET switch is
VMS_D. The capacitor voltage across in the energy carrier (C +CS) is
VCapacitor. When the highest capacitive cell (cell voltage is VC_highest)
associate switch is turn on the energy starts to transfer and the voltage
across the L will be equal

L
di

dt
= VC highest − VCapacitor (1)

VCapacitor starts to charge and store the energy and the amplitude of the
resonant current is

Im = VC highest − VCapacitor

vL
= VC highest − VCapacitor
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After the fast phase gate pulse, VCapacitor reaches the maximum voltage

VCapacitor Max = VC highest − VCapacitor (3)

In the discharging time, when the lowest capacitive cell (cell voltage is
VC_lowest) associate switch is turn on the amplitude of the resonant
current is

Im = VCapacitor − VC lowest

vL
= VCapacitor Max − VC lowest
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In the second phase-gate pulse, VCapacitor reaches the minimum voltage

VCapacitor Min = VCapacitor Max − VC lowest (5)



During the balancing time, energy carrier charging and discharging
current is

icharge =
VC highest − VMS D + VCapacitor

( )
vL

e−st sinvt (6)

idischarge = VCapacitor − VMS D + VC lowest( )
vL

e−st sinvt (7)

Where damped oscillation, s = Rloop/l and angular frequency,
v = ����������������

1/(L C + Cs( ))√
The flowing current of the balancing circuit is estimated by the

equation

i = VC highest − 2VMSD − VC lowest

vL
e−st sinvt (8)

Energy transfer efficiency can be calculated by this equation

h = VC lowest × i

VChighest
× i

× 100% (9)

This circuit worked like a damped oscillation circuit and energy transfer
depends on the amplitude oscillation time. As the parasitic resistance
remains low then maximum efficiency is possible.

Result and discussion: A prototype was implemented in the lab for
four lead-acid batteries to experiment with the validity of the proposed
circuit shown in Fig. 2. For monitoring the battery voltage status,
LM301 Op-amp based on a different amplifier circuit is used. All of
the resistance remains the same on the different amplifier and
a complementary pulse-width modulation signal is generated from
the microcontroller operated the MOSFET switches through a
photo-coupler gate driver. The proposed balancing circuit components
list is shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 Proposed balancing circuit experimental setup

Table 1: List of the components
Parts
 Value
switches

single MOSFET
 IRF450A nMOSFET
bidirectional MOSFET
 2N7000 nMOSFET
resonant tank
inductor
 100 μH
capacitor
 220 μH
single capacitor (CS)
 2200 μH
gate driver

optocoupler
 817c
logic gate
 SN7404
monitoring IC

different amplifier
 LM 350 Opamp
resistance
 100 Ω
microcontroller
 Arduino Uno
 atmega328p
battery
 lead-acid
 12 V 4.5 Ah
Fig. 3 shows the voltage balancing result for two lead-acid batteries
during the relaxation mode. In the beginning, the highest energy
capacitive battery voltage was 11.61 V and the lowest energy capacitive
battery voltage was 11.15 V, where the initial difference between
the two batteries was 451 mV. The balancing process executes until
the lower capacitive battery reached the same voltage theoretically it
will be 11.375 V but after 124 min the voltage difference is 0 mV and
the battery voltage is equal to 11.35 V. This balancing circuit reached
the zero voltage gap and balancing efficiency near about 97% that
calculated from 9 no. equation.
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Fig. 3 Proposed balancing circuit prototype for four cells in the laboratory

The proposed balancing circuit is a bidirectional and work on
charging or discharging mode. Fig. 4 illustrates the cyclic test of the
proposed circuit where 1 A current was applied for charge and used
no load ET-PGM22A-24500, Eton DC motor for discharge. Using the
balancing circuit, in discharging mode, the voltage difference was
77 mV after 144 min voltage difference of two cells was 0 mV and
equally discharged next 65 min. Subsequently, after 150 min the
balancing cells were charged and reached near high-voltage limit.
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Fig. 4 Measured result from proposed circuit for two lead-acid batteries

Fig. 5 shows the voltage balancing result for series-connected four
lead-acid batteries during the relaxation mode. Initially, battery
voltage was, respectively, 11.568, 11.452, 11.262, and 11.151 V,
where the initial difference between the batteries was 417 mV. The
balancing process executes until the lower capacitive battery reached
the same voltage theoretically it will be 11.358 V but after 185 min
the voltage difference is 0 mV and the battery voltage is equal to
11.351 V. This balancing circuit reached the zero voltage gap and
reached near 96.4% of balancing efficiency.
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Fig. 5 Balancing operation during charging and discharging mode



The proposed voltage balancing circuit has achieved some
advantage over the conventional C2C voltage balancing circuits. This
balancing circuit is to reduce the direct C2C balancing time and
voltage gap in the string, highly efficient, circuit cost, and implement
complexity. In the proposed balancing circuit, the number of passive
components is reduced; hence, a single switched-capacitor and
series LC tank are used for this it is reasonable cost and miniature
size. A comparison between the C2C voltage balancing circuit
is shown in Table 2. The circuit proposed in [8] is the conventional
adjacent C2C balancing circuit, where a resonant circuit and a
transformer are used. In the circuit proposed in [1] is presented a
single resonant converter-based voltage balancing circuit which
reduced the number of associate components compared with the
circuit proposed in [2]. Table 2 presents a comparison between the pro-
posed and conventional C2C balancing circuits based on different
parameters.

Table 2: Comparison between conventional and proposed balan-
cing circuit for N-cells in the string
Parameter

Resonant

converter [8]

Single resonant
converter [1]
Proposed
circuit
no. of components
4N switches
 4N switches
 4N− 4
switches
1 LC tank
 1 LC tank
1 transformer

3 diodes
1 LC tank
1 capacitor
 1 capacitor
balancing time
 good
 good
 very good
voltage and current
stress
medium
 low
 low
control complexity
 more complex
 complex
 simple
Implementation
complexity
complex
 average
 simple
power loss
 medium
 low
 low
balancing types
 neighbour cell
 any C2C
 any C2C
measuring cells

lead-acid battery
 super-capacitor
lead-acid
battery
12 V, 7 Ah
 300 F, 2.7 V
 12 V, 4.5 Ah
voltage gap
 yes
 yes
 no
efficiency
 high
 very high
 very high
size
 large
 small
 small
cost
 high
 medium
 medium
Conclusion: In this Letter, a single switched-capacitor and series
LC tank-based active balancing circuit are proposed. This circuit
worked on bidirectional and three operation modes. For validation, an
experimental prototype was built in the lab. The experiment was
conducted for lead-acid battery in charging, discharging, and relaxation
mode. The proposed circuit easily scaled up the number of cells/batteries
in a string and transferred the energy from higher capacitive storage to
lower capacitive storage cells/batteries. In addition, this balancing
circuit can be applied in the P2P balancing system due to its fast
balancing mechanism, miniature size, minimum cost, and high
efficiency.
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